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The author undertakes the attempt to research student youth’s attitude to different historical epochs from 1917 till modernity through the lenses of the estimation of the political leaders embodying these epochs, primarily basing on the data of his own sociological survey, which object was the students of Tambov higher and secondary specialized educational institutions. The results of the research, devoted to political leaders estimation, allowed better understanding modern youth’s state, young people’s ideological views and value guidelines, and determining the factors influencing them.
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POLITICAL LEADERS OF THE USSR AND RUSSIA IN TAMBOV STUDENT YOUTH’S CONSCIOUSNESS

Leadership nature always attracted different researchers: thinkers, sociologists, historians, and political scientists. The whole historical epochs are connected with tsars, presidents, and military leaders, transformations are ascribed to them, they are accused of crises and shocks, and they symbolize the lifestyle of states, societies and civilizations. A leader often embodies the whole historical period facilitating the formation of the attitude to him through the lenses of his own personality, the basis of which are usually image characteristics, deeds and qualities that really took place or were ascribed to him by grateful contemporaries and descendants.

The German sociologist Max Weber states that a political leader is not simply a person directing political processes and performing the functions of managing a society, political organization or movement. It is a political leader that is able to change the course of events and political processes direction. A leader’s role may be played by an individual or the whole organization, particularly a party or a state [1, c. 37].

It is evident that not every state head becomes a political leader. Political leaders activate political processes in the society. They promote programmes determining the way of its historical development. Real politics was never possible without the participation of political leaders in the role of main actors in political processes, of their main stimulators [2].

The perception of the activity of political leaders of the past and present helps to form public consciousness and mainly determines modern reality estimation arranging people’s behaviour structure, the peculiarities of their political, public and civic consciousness.

Sometimes ideas about leaders and their activity estimation are based on solely emotional level. The important task of a researcher is to determine attitude to them, and, correspondingly, to the whole epochs, the whole ideological formations, as the received data undoubtedly help to better understand the modern society state, its ideological views and value guidelines.

This article, devoted to studying political leaders estimation by student youth, is primarily based on the results of the authorial sociological research, which object was equally Tambov girls and Tambov youths, who were 18 and older by the moment of the survey – the students of two higher and seven secondary specialized educational institutions. The sociological survey was conducted in November-December 2011 with the methods of group and individual surveys. 300 respondents took part in the survey.

Young people were supposed to express their attitude to the leaders of the Soviet and Russian state. The questionnaire comprised the surnames of all the leaders of our country from V. I. Lenin to D. Medvedev (except Yu. V. Andropov and K. U. Chernenko, whose short governing can’t be considered as the whole historical epoch).

According to the survey results 46,8% of young people positively estimate V. I. Lenin’s activity. 28,5% adhere to the opposite point of view, 24,6% had difficulties with its estimation.

Polar opinions were formed in relation to I. V. Stalin’s personality. Thus, 41,5% of the students of higher and secondary specialized educational institutions think about him “perhaps, well” and “very well”. And 36,1%, on the contrary, estimate him negatively. 22,5% of all the respondents had difficulties with the answer.

The creator of the famous “thaw” N. S. Khrushchev is little known to Tambov youth – 36,8% couldn’t characterize him, probably, because they know very little about this political personality. One third of the respondents think about him positively, as many – negatively.

According to the authorial research 35,7% of the respondents think positively about L. I. Brezhnev, 31,4% adhere to the opposite point of view, 32,9% had difficulties with the answer. As for M. S. Gorbachev, his rating is the lowest among all the Soviet leaders. Only 25,7% of young people think about him well or very well. 41% gave the main ideologist of restructuring a poor mark. 33,2% couldn’t express their attitude to him.
The first President of sovereign Russia is a little bit more popular than the first and the only Soviet President. B. N. El'tsin's rating is 36.8%. 40% think about him negatively, 23.2% couldn’t estimate him. The rating of the incumbent President is the highest – 61.4%, 23.2% think about him badly or very badly, and 15.4% had difficulties with the answer. The incumbent Prime Minister’s rating is lower – 51.8%. 33.5% of the students think about him “perhaps, badly” and “very badly”. 14.6% had difficulties with the answer.

Some regularities are rather interesting, first of all those concerning place of living, sex, place of studying and satisfaction with the economic conditions of the respondents. Thus, girls better think about the leaders of modern Russia, in contrast to the youths, who give better marks to Soviet leaders and Secretaries General. For example, 49.2% of the youths think positively about Stalin, and only 33.6% of the girls adhere to the same estimation.

Stalin and Lenin’s activity is estimated considerably better than that of the politicians, who can be named democrats, starting from Gorbachev and finishing with Medvedev, by the students, who are not satisfied with their economic conditions.

This regularity completely corresponds to Pitirim Sorokin’s theory of “starvation influence on people’s behavior”, according to which there is a connection between material welfare level and some ideologies success level. The more hungry society is, the stronger communist views are [4, c. 313].

Students coming from the countryside think a little better about all the personalities on the list without exception. For example, 47.3% of the villagers and 37.3% of the town dwellers think positively about Stalin that can be primarily explained by economic conditions level and by the fact that it is lower in the countryside.

Considerable part of the students of secondary educational institutions had difficulties with expressing their attitude to our state leaders. Thus, 47.9% can’t estimate Khrushchev, 32.5% had difficulties with characterizing Stalin’s personality, and 44.4% - Brezhnev’s one - 28.8%, 15.3%, 24.5% among the students of higher educational institutions correspondingly.

The most popular leader is Putin (61.4%). And the most popular Soviet leader is Lenin (46.8%). Gorbachev and El’tsin have the highest anti-rating – 41% and 40% correspondingly.

Attention must be paid to the fact that a considerable part of the respondents was not ready to give a concrete answer to the formulated question and preferred the alternative – “it is difficult to answer”. Such tendency was revealed by the author in another research, devoted to the formation of senior pupils’ historical consciousness in the system of civic education and upbringing. Its authors explain this phenomenon, on the one hand, by the lack of full information about a political personality, and on the other hand, by the inconsistent presentation of information that is difficult not to agree with [3, c. 459].

It is interesting that young people think positively about the so called “charismatic type of leaders”, for instance, Stalin and Lenin, the type of leaders, which can’t be definitely estimated. During the period of deep structural transformations a charismatic leader sometimes by the only fact of his existence is able to unite a nation, to inspire confidence in transformations success. At the same time the paternalistic consciousness of the masses is often formed, and they shift the care for their existence, all the appearing problems solution onto the leaders. Whereas the attitude to less impressive politicians having a bent for collective leadership, during whose governing there were no considerable transformations, and there was relative stability, is different. First of all, it concerns Brezhnev.

Positive attitude to Soviet charismatic leaders can be explained by pro-Soviet moods strengthening in the modern society, which become typical of student youth as well. For example, the respondents were asked the following question: “What is your attitude to The Soviet Union breakup?”? Thus, 45.7% of the students answered that they are “very sorry” and “perhaps, sorry”, 32.5%, on the contrary, consider it as a positive phenomenon. 21.8% chose the answer “no matter”. Among those, who expressed regret for the USSR breakup, girls prevail over youths, town dwellers – over villagers. As it turned out, the main reason of such positive attitude to the USSR of practically a half of the respondents is their confidence that material welfare was considerably better during the Soviet times, as the results of the sociological survey showed, were largely formed under the influence of the representatives of older generations – the respondents’ parents and other relatives.
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В статье рассматривается финансовая составляющая деятельности Симбирского губернского правления во второй половине XIX – начале XX в. На основании архивных документов Ульяновской области исследуются категории доходов и расходов, сведения об изменениях доходной и расходной части бюджета, а также роль Губернского правления в выдаче дополнительных средств учреждениям Симбирской губернии. Выявлено, что годы «благоденствия» и использования широкого кредита сменялись периодом жесткой экономии, пришедшим на время Первой мировой войны.
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ДОХОДЫ И РАСХОДЫ СИМБИРСКОГО ГУБЕРНСКОГО ПРАВЛЕНИЯ
ВО ВТОРОЙ ПОЛОВИНЕ XIX – НАЧАЛЕ XX ВЕКА®

Актуальность темы обусловлена происходящей сейчас в России реформой системы управления. В очередной раз в России ставится вопрос об эффективности работы бюрократического аппарата. Чтобы дать на него ответ, можно обратиться к опыту работы губернской администрации дореволюционной России.

Исследованию финансовой составляющей существования различных учреждений дореволюционной России посвящено много статей. Исследуются доходы городского самоуправления, монастырей и других органов [6, с. 91-96; 7, с. 160-163]. Но такие исследования проводились не по всем регионам России, и данный вопрос себя еще не исчерпал.

К началу XX века континентальное бюджетное право основывалось на трех принципах: утверждение бюджета в законодательном порядке, годичность бюджета и специальность кредитов [4, с. 437-439]. Эффективность работы губернской администрации во многом зависит от доходной части местного бюджета. Также важно, чтобы расходы не выходили за пределы бюджетной сметы.
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